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ABSTRACT
As participation in outdoor recreation is growing in the U.S., a dilemma is presented for
conservation planners and land area managers who must manage the increasing demand for
recreation while simultaneously working to protect species. Rock climbers and other outdoor
recreationalists have asserted that a relationship exists between recreation and the conservation
of public lands. However, mounting evidence suggests that rock climbing continues to cause a
multitude of negative impacts to ecosystems. Here, I investigate the extent to which land
management practices allow for rock climbing and conservation to coexist, and how it is that
well developed plans protect ecologically sensitive areas. A review of current literature, a
dissection of climbing management plans and their contents, as well as a comparative case study
analysis of three management plans from popular National Parks. Many environmental impacts
on outdoor climbing areas can be lessened when climbing management plans are implemented,
shared, and enforced. Conservation efforts are necessary for the outdoor rock-climbing
community to coexist with the ecosystems that allow them to climb in the first place.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction and Research Questions
Rock climbing has become an increasingly important component in the American outdoor
recreation landscape since the 1960s. Rock climbers and other outdoor recreationalists have
asserted that a relationship exists between recreation and the conservation of public lands.
However, mounting evidence suggests that rock climbing continues to cause a multitude of
negative impacts to ecosystems. An increasing number of rock climbers and their negligence and
carelessness can lead to changes in the ecosystem. And those changes can cause damage to some
species or even cause their extinction. That is why it is so essential to recreate with caution.
Outdoor recreation is an ecosystem service provided by most protected areas in the United
States, and it is often assumed to be compatible with conservation goals. As participation in
outdoor recreation is growing globally and, in the U.S., a dilemma is presented for conservation
planners and land area managers who must manage the increasing demand for recreation while
simultaneously working to protect species. Nearly all research identifying the environmental
concerns associated with rock climbing suggest altered or increased management of outdoor
recreation on publicly owned lands. Many specified that it was important to consider local
circumstances and research, that various ecosystems would call for different, special land
management strategies, and that different ecosystems call for different protocols. A sustainable
policy that ensures the conservation of the natural areas frequented by climbers must start with a
thorough understanding of these site-specific conditions. There are currently no extensive
academic studies that attempt to identify potential "problem" rock climbing areas that might call
for management reform. The aim of this thesis is to encourage cohesion in rock climbing
management plans amongst the most frequent issues encountered.
1

In the first chapter the research questions, methodology, and theory will be introduced while
an overview of climbing management plans and their contents will be analyzed. The second
chapter will provide an overview of literature on Recreation Ecology. In its third chapter, a
comparative analysis from three major National Parks will explore how their climbing
management plans can sharpen our capacity to understand issues and inform the decision-making
process by highlighting contrasts and similarities. In its fourth chapter this thesis will analyze
existing findings on the intersection of outdoor recreation, specifically rock climbing, and
conservation land management with four key themes: impact on ecology and environment,
environmental attitudes, land management practices, and finally the integration of rock climbing
in nature conservation policies. The following questions will be addressed throughout the four
chapters:
•

To what extent do land management practices allow for rock climbing and conservation
to coexist?

•

How is it that well developed plans protect ecologically sensitive areas?
More climbing does not necessarily have to mean more impact, as impact is a function of

intensity, type of use, and ecosystem. Impact (or perceived impact) causes issues that a Climbing
Management Plan or Environmental Assessment may resolve. Different Management Plans deal
with different issues and their specific ecosystems. Many climbing plans are embedded into
backcountry plans or other wilderness plans due to time, funding, and convenience. A successful
climbing management plan will provide information on climbing activity and its subsequent
effects on identified resource values, as well as provide regulations that are effective, fair, and
the minimum necessary to protect the environment and its resources.
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Land managers managing recreation resources within wilderness is encompassed by
policy and law, and then applied locally to best fit the needs of resources in individual parks.
Any impact caused by climbing should be monitored, and if impact is determined to be severe
then there must be action at the management level. The development of management strategies
come from teams that work within the park as well as input from the general public. The
combination of these two groups working together ensures there is a mutual understanding of the
needs for environmental protection as well as keeping spaces open for climbers.
Climbing Management Plans, Environmental Assessments, and Wilderness Stewardship
Plans developed in the 1990’s and 2000’s is being updated (or needs to be) to reflect modern
uses and issues. In the past these plans were developed locally as impact occurred and was
detected (Leung & Marion 2000). Local processes are essential to successful management but
may be supplemented with the development of nationally standardized monitoring indicators that
pair with the predetermined local thresholds for proper management action. A review of three
different management plans as a case study analysis provide a foundation of underlying
framework policy as well as the expanding research that continues to inform decisions in
climbing management. Empirical studies that address national-level management for climbing
policy (Murdock 2010), local-level guidance remain the most common literature regarding
climbing management.
The comparative case study analysis will provide the needed analyses of relationships
amongst the diverse and integrative areas that inform climbing management. The analyses will
justify the selection of indicators within monitoring strategies, and the formation of nationally
consistent monitoring indexes will allow for managers to have a more valuable understanding of
climbing impacts in relation to management policies.
3

1.2 Direct and Indirect Management:
There are a variety of environmental impacts ranging in severity that visitors can have on
parks, such as disturbing wildlife, water pollution, soil compaction and erosion, and trampling of
fragile vegetation. (Manning 2009). Such impacts can occur even under relatively low levels of
use. As park visitations reach into the millions annually, how can they be managed to limit
impacts on the environment, and how effective are these management practices? Why are some
more effective than others? Current literature on rock climbing and parks suggests that a variety
of management alternatives might be applied to guide visitor use and minimize resulting impacts
(Manning 2009). Impacts due to visitor use can be looked at in four key management strategies:
limiting amount of use, increasing the supply of recreation areas/ opportunities, altering visitor
behavior to reduce impacts, and hardening the resource to visitor use (Manning 2009). In regard
to rock climbing, these strategies can be relayed as permit and reservation systems, group size
limits, low impact guidelines, and proactive management of new route development. Essentially,
those restrictions are all management practices that are designed to limit recreation use.
Management practices fall on spectrum of directness with which they act on visitor behavior
(Manning 2009). Direct management practices, as the term suggests, acts directly on the visitors
behavior leaving little to no freedom of choice. While indirect management aims to influence the
choices and factors which visitors base their behavior. For example, a direct management
practice for reducing the visual impact on rockfaces caused by white chalk would be a regulation
and enforcement to prohibit white chalk. An indirect management practice would be allowing
chalk substitutes that do not discolor the rock and educating climbers on the undesirable aesthetic
impacts of white chalk and encouraging them to fill their chalk bags with substitutes instead.
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Generally, indirect management practices are favored when and where they are believed to be
most effective.
Why Case Study National Parks
There has been an increase in interest in assessing the management efficiency of
protected areas over the past ten years (Damania and Hatch, 2005; Hockings et al., 2000; Prato,
2001; Saterson et al., 2004). National parks and other protected areas were initially created to
preserve their biological and cultural values, but today they play a much more diverse role in
society. National parks have grown to be significant tourist destinations across the globe as a
result of the expansion of nature-based tourism. As a result, park authorities are being forced to
expand the facilities in parks to provide recreational services. Outdoor activities and tourism are,
however, also seen as major threats to the biodiversity of protected areas (Cole and Landres,
1996) and as major causes of the endangerment of species (Czech et al., 2000; Wilcove et al.,
1998).
According to studies by Gilligan et al. (2005) and Hockings et al. (2006), protected areas in the
United States are effectively managed and capable of achieving their objectives of biodiversity
conservation. However, the current common goal of American national parks is to implement the
principles of sustainability in order to combine the socio-economic goals of nature-based tourism
with the ecological goals of conservation (Puhakka, 2008). Therefore, the role and importance of
protected areas are seen as providing ecosystem services to society, in addition to serving as a
tool to protect biodiversity.
According to statistics from the National Park Service, which is responsible for managing these
state-owned lands and waters in the United States, the average number of visits to national parks
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in the country doubled during the 1990s, and growth continued in the 2000s. The United States'
more than 400 national parks saw just under 300 million recreation visitors in 2021. (NPS 2022).
Thus, balancing conservation objectives, the demands of the tourism industry, and the interests
of visitors presents a significant challenge for managers of protected areas.
A thorough understanding of the goods and services that protected areas offer to society is
essential for effective and successful management of these areas. Decision-makers and managers
must fully understand the trade-offs between visitors' preferences for the protection of
biodiversity and the recreational and tourism uses in order to achieve the goal of effective
management. In visitor surveys, respondents are typically asked to rate the significance of a
number of attribute approaches that give managers useful information on visitors' preferences.
The relative importance of the attributes under consideration and any potential trade-offs
involved in park management decision-making are not, however, always made clear to managers
using this approach (Lawson and Manning, 2001; Louviere and Hensher, 1982).

How National Park Service Planning Works
As described on the National Park Services website, to assist in directing park
management, National Park Service (NPS) planners create a variety of planning and
environmental documents. These documents can include everything from more detailed plans for
the park's overall use and management to site-specific impact analyses on facility locations. Park
plans must also be compliant with all other applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, and
policies. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and National Historic Preservation Act
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(NHPA), two important laws that govern park planning, partially specify the procedures and
techniques used in developing park plans and assessing their potential effects and impacts.
The NPS Organic Act and NEPA require NPS to plan and make decisions that support the
preservation of park resources and values. By creating studies to evaluate the environmental
impact of major projects, NPS fulfils this responsibility. A categorical exclusion (CE),
environmental assessment (EA), or environmental impact statement contains the results of this
analysis (EIS). To guarantee the accuracy of the analysis contained in these documents, public
participation in the NEPA process is essential. After an environmental impact analysis document
is published, the general public has the chance to review groups of ideas (referred to as
"alternatives") and offer feedback.
Each park has their own management plans, which makes sense due to their own unique
geographies and resources, however there should be a sense of overall cohesion in park planning
and management processes when it comes to climbing management.
Planning Framework
The following guiding principles serve as the foundation for NPS park planning: Collaboration
between parks, regional offices, national planning offices, and other interdisciplinary programs
across the NPS are all necessary for planning. The planning portfolio for a park offers a flexible
and responsive way to address planning needs for the park as well as to satisfy legal and policy
requirements, including statutory ones for general management plans.
In order to make sure that a park's planning portfolio meets park needs, monitoring and data
analysis are required. The park planning portfolio, a collection of planning documents that direct
park management and decision-making and satisfy law and policy, is at the heart of the planning
7

framework. Future park management actions are logically guided by the planning portfolio of a
park, which includes the foundation document as well as site-specific resource and visitor use
management plans.

1.3 Methodology
Content Analysis:
As the popularity of rock climbing continues to grow throughout America’s national
parks with their individual management plans and different development patterns, comparative
analyses of climbing management plans can sharpen our capacity to understand issues and
inform the decision-making process by highlighting contrasts and similarities. I approached this
topic using qualitative methods. Qualitative researchers collect information about human
behavior and perception, focusing in depth to find out why and how certain activities and events
occur. I rely primarily on content analysis with significant amounts of the data coming from
public documents specifically reporting on my three main locations – Acadia, Arches, and
Shenandoah National Parks.
The efforts of society and the scientific community to conserve biodiversity and natural
resources resulted in the establishment of the National Parks Service Climbing and Canyoneering
Management Plans throughout the United States. This system was designed to organize and
discipline the existing conservation areas and define mechanisms to create new ones. The
National Park Service (NPS) has prepared an environmental assessment/assessment of effect
(EA/AEF) to determine what the impacts of rock climbing, canyoneering, and associated
activities are in certain National Parks and to consider how the NPS should further manage those
activities in a management plan.
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1.4 Why use a comparative case study approach?
Case studies investigate a phenomenon and its contextual conditions, guided by
theoretical propositions and relying on multiple sources of evidence to triangulate data (Yin,
2003: 14– 15). As a research method, the case study is particularly well suited for the
intensive study of a small set of units for the purpose of understanding a larger class of similar
units (Gerring, 2004). The case study’s strength lies in its ability to incorporate evidence from
a variety of sources, including archival records, documents, interviews, and observations,
providing for rich, thick description and analytic generalization. This is particularly true of a
multiple-case, comparative research design, which employs within-case and cross-case
analysis to test theoretical propositions using a ‘‘replication logic’’ (Yin, 2003: 47). The
various elements of policy content and the many policy-making activities that comprise the
policy process offer analysts a rich context in which to investigate hypothesized relationships
between variables.
Comparative case studies also contribute to theory-building, whereby emergent
patterns of relationships among constructs within and across cases are used to induce testable
propositions (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Eisenhardt (1989) laid out a clear roadmap for
building theory from comparative case studies, offering a step-by-step guide to question
refinement, construct development, case selection, data collection and analysis, shaping
hypotheses, and iterating between emergent theory and data.
The comparative method is well-suited for studying emerging policy fields like
climate adaptation and environmental management because analysts begin with only tentative
constructs and potentially important variables before purposively selecting cases that are
likely to replicate, contradict, or elaborate the emergent theoretical propositions (Vogel 2009).
9

The key strength of this comparative, case-based theory-building approach is that it produces
measurable constructs, falsifiable hypotheses, and an empirically valid theory, because the
propositions are intimately tied to empirical evidence (Eisenhardt, 1989).

1.5 Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is a research methodology that results in the making of a theory that reveals
sequences and patterns in data, and that predicts what social scientists may expect to find in
similar data sets (Strauss 1997). When practicing this popular social science method, the
researcher will begin with their set of data, either quantitative or qualitative, then identify the
patterns, trends, and relationships within the data. Based on these, the researcher constructs a
theory that is "grounded" in the data itself. This research method is different from the traditional
approach to science, which begins with a theory and the seeks to test it through the scientific
method. Because of this, grounded theory can be described as an inductive method, or a form of
inductive reasoning. This method is used to critique, synthesize, and assess the literature on new
and emerging topics to create contemporary outlooks and frameworks (Strauss 1997).

CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Recreation Ecology: Impact of Rock Climbing on Ecological Change
Intro
Recent trends in United States outdoor recreation indicate increased engagement in
nature-based recreation (Cordell 2008). Since the 1960’s participation has grown exponentially
in outdoor recreation activities such as camping, hiking, skiing, and especially rock climbing
(Coredell et al 2008). Increased use of outdoor spaces has also brought about an array of human
disturbances and environmental impacts to the conditions of the spaces where recreation is
taking place- forests, national parks, public lands, wilderness, and private land that allows
10

visitation. Since the 1960’s the field of recreation ecology has advanced, which has
predominantly been in response to the needs of land managers who are now challenged with
maintaining the condition of natural resources amidst increased demand for outdoor spaces to
recreate on. Recreation ecology, as a field, is generally inclusive of the impacts of outdoor
recreation on ecosystem features. Hammitt and Cole (1998) and Liddle (1997), two primary
resources in Recreation Ecology illustrate the field as the study of the impacts from outdoor
recreation on natural or semi-natural environments. Reviews of research in the field have
indicated more than a thousand articles on recreation ecology have been published in recent
decades (Liddle 1997; Hammitt and Cole 1998). Given the considerable amount of research
done, few are theory-based or build on previous work, and as a result do little to advance the
field (Cole 2006). However, there is still a plethora of research and literature, and this literature
review aims to review major themes within recreation ecology.
Recreation impact on ecological change
For some time, outdoor recreation has been recognized as a factor of ecological change
within natural ecosystems, with possibilities of affecting wildlife, vegetation, water quality, and
soil. Over the years various conceptual models detailing the interconnection between recreation
usage and ecological impact (Liddle 1975; Manning 1979). Stressor models illustrate the
variations in the amount, type of recreation, and spatial and temporal distribution of use can
result in disturbance of the environment (Fancy et al. 2009). Conceptual models can provide a
framework to illustrate the implication of over-use in recreation and the potential consequences,
and to guide the direction of future research and monitoring in recreation ecology. According to
Manning (1999), early research done in the 1960’s and 1970’s examined both the ecological and
social aspects of outdoor recreation and advanced the now accepted paradigm of outdoor
11

recreation by understanding social, ecological, and managerial dimensions. Understanding
ecological change has long been seen as more beneficial in less developed, wilder settings from a
tripartite approach (Cole 2004). Since agency requirements and visitor expectations in these
settings typically demand for preserving naturalness, managers must rely less on facility
development and site engineering to restrict impacts and more on avoiding recreation impacts
from going above tolerance limits. As a result, it is more crucial to comprehend the natural
environment's resilience as well as the kinds and degrees of use that can be supported without
unfavorable modification. Therefore, the majority of recreation ecology research conducted
during this time focused on problems in backcountry and wilderness environments. However,
protected areas in more accessible day-use-oriented frontcountry settings also fall under the same
agency mandates and visitor expectations that support the preservation of naturalness, which are
increasingly generating new opportunities for recreation ecology investigations. Numerous parks
close to cities or well-liked tourist locations include natural-surfaced paths and recreation areas
that allow for a wider variety of recreational activities than would be possible on trails or areas
with artificial surfaces (Ewert 1993; Schroeder 2007). Trampling can cause an area's limits to be
expanded, and unofficial (visitor-created) trails and recreation areas are frequently made (PearceHiggins and Yalden 1997; Park and others 2008). Additionally, because they can be seen at a
broad spatial scale, some recreation impacts that arise in more developed environments are
notable. Examples include the eradication of wildlife, the introduction of invasive species, and
the contamination of the air and water (Taylor and Knight 2003). Disturbance and the extinction
of uncommon species are two significant small-scale consequences (Johnson, 1989).
The majority of recreation ecology research has been devoted to examining the effects of
hiking and camping in areas with concentrated use (such as along established trails) or areas with
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more scattered use (such as off-trail hiking and the construction of unofficial, visitor-created
trails). Concentrated usage studies frequently look at how established trails and recreation areas
have changed over time and relate that change to managerial, environmental, and use
characteristics (Leung and Marion 2000). Trampling happens with both concentrated and
dispersed uses, despite being a key mechanism for soil and plant disturbance in many
recreational scenarios.
Trampling
Perhaps because of the relatively long history of research (e.g., Wagar 1964; Bayfield
1971; Hill and Pickering 2009) and the fact that trampling is the most obvious form of
disturbance from outdoor recreational activities, trampling is arguably the most pervasive and
thoroughly studied mechanism of recreational disturbance on natural systems. The best way to
comprehend how vegetation and soil qualities react to increasing levels and types of use is
through experimental trampling investigations. Numerous studies have added to this knowledge,
indicating at least three direct effects of trampling, including soil compaction, exposure and
displacement of soil particles, and abrasion and breakage of vegetation (Hammitt and Cole 1998;
Liddle 1975; Sun and Liddle 1993). There has been some research on the more indirect effects of
trampling, including changes in soil microbial populations (Zabinski and Gannon 1997),
decreased soil macroporosity (Monti and Macintosh 1979), decreased seed germination and
growth (Alessa and Earnhart 2000), and altered soil nutrient status (Monz 2002). High trampling
intensities typically result in a large reduction in plant biomass, changes in species composition,
and soil erosion and compaction (Cole 2004). Understanding the various feedbacks and cascade
events arising from recreation disturbance has also been aided by studies of trampling
disturbance. For instance, Liddle (1997) cites a number of experiments where the underlying soil
13

was subjected to the impacts of wind and water erosion due to trampling disturbance of plants.
The work of Ketchledge and others (1985), where stomping prompted erosion along routes in
mountain peak situations, resulting in full soil loss to the underlying bedrock, serves as possibly
the most striking illustration of this.
Trails and recreation sites
The majority of the research on recreation ecology focuses on studies that measure the
extent of soil and vegetation effect along trails and visitor sites (such as campsites, picnic areas,
and vista sites). Trampling on trails has a wide range of direct and indirect consequences on
resources. Layers of flora cover and organic waste protection can be destroyed even by modest
traffic (Cole 2004; Leung and Marion 1996). By lowering vegetation height and favoring species
that are resistant to trampling, trampling disturbance can change the appearance and composition
of vegetation along paths. Loss of tree and shrub cover may result in more sunlight exposure,
which encourages further compositional changes by preferring plant species that can't tolerate
shade (Hammitt and Cole 1998; Leung and Marion 2000). Along route corridors, visitors can
also introduce and transfer non-native plant species, some of which might displace untouched
local vegetation and move away from pathways (Cole 1987). Different types of path surfacing
have also been connected to the composition and abundance of invasive plant species (Hill and
Pickering 2006).
On unsurfaced trails, soil exposure can result in soil compaction, muddiness, erosion, and
track enlargement (Hammitt and Cole 1998; Leung and Marion 1996). Because soil pore space
and water infiltration are reduced by compaction, there is more muddiness, water runoff, and soil
erosion. The soil erosion along pathways exposes pebbles and plant roots, resulting in a surface
that is rutted and uneven for tread. Eroded soils may suffocate vegetation or enter water bodies,
14

increasing water turbidity and having an adverse effect on aquatic creatures through
sedimentation (Fritz 1993). Visitors who want to avoid muddy or severely degraded areas extend
the tread and build parallel secondary treads, which increases the amount of vegetation lost and
the total area of trampling disturbance (Leung and Marion 1999a; Liddle and Greig-Smith 1975).
In widely traveled areas, the creation of informal (visitor-created) trails is commonplace
because established trail networks rarely reach all the destinations that visitors desire (Grabherr
1982; Wood and others 2006). They are frequently referred to as social trails, and their escalation
in number and length over time are ongoing management challenges. Furthermore, due to their
lack of expert design, building, and maintenance, informal trails can have significantly larger
negative effects on protected area resources than formal paths (Marion and Carr 2007). In
conclusion, the majority of trail-related resource impacts are restricted to a linear corridor of
disturbance. However, some effects, such as changed surface water flow, invasive plants, and
wildlife disturbance, can spread much deeper into natural landscapes (Tyser and Worley 1992).
However, even small-scale disturbances in path corridors have the potential to imperil rare or
endangered species or delicate plant communities, especially in regions with slow rates of
recovery.
Similar to the impacts on recreation previously mentioned for trails, trampling also
affects visitor sites. The nodal structure of trampling disturbance and campfire-related effects,
such as tree damage, fire sites, off-site fuel gathering and associated trampling (Reid and Marion
2005), as well as changed soil chemical composition, are among the differences (Arocena and
others 2006). According to Marion and Cole (1996), sites can range in size from a few hundred
to more than 750 m2, with more than half of that area being non-vegetated and more than a
quarter having lost the majority of its organic litter. Although wind and sheet erosion have the
15

potential to gradually erode soil over time, these bigger areas of exposed soil are typically in
flatter terrain. Since steeper beach access routes and degraded soil from the site can drain runoff
directly into waterways when sites are situated along shorelines, soil erosion is a more serious
issue (Leung and Marion 1998). The loss of woody vegetation and its gradual regrowth over time
are further issues associated with their huge size. These places can induce gaps in the forest
canopy that change the microclimate and create sunny disturbed areas where invasive species
can begin to grow (Marion and others 1986).
Functional relationships in recreation ecology
Studies studying the variables that affect the intensity and area of impact have arguably
contributed to the most significant research in the field of recreation ecology. The following are
the main variables that affect intensity and area: (a) use quantity; (b) use type and behavior; (c)
use timing; and (d) environment type and condition. Managers of protected areas frequently have
control over these variables; therefore, knowledge of their correlations has significant
implications for management practices that reduce damage (Hammitt and Cole 1998).
Amount of use
It is common to express the link between recreation use and its effects on plant and soil
as being asymptotic. Frissell and Duncan (1965) were the first to describe this association; Cole
(1981) followed up with more research; and countless later investigations have since confirmed
it. These results imply that even modest increases in use (trampling) initially result in substantial
increases in damage to soils and vegetation. Small variations in usage can therefore result in
significant variations in impact levels in areas of low utilization. Sites with vastly different levels
of use, however, might exhibit comparable degrees of impact when use levels are high. In order
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to reduce the overall extent of damage, initiatives that concentrate use on designated routes and
visitor sites in busy locations have been used to control recreational use within protected areas.
Timing & Seasonality
The capacity of habitats to withstand recreational use varies substantially across seasons
as well as with other factors like the wildlife's mating season and the moisture level of the soil.
Although there is little specific research on this subject, Hammitt and Cole (1998) argue that
spring is the season of greatest vulnerability in many environments due to higher rainfall and soil
moisture that make vegetation and soils more vulnerable to damage, as well as because wildlife
recovers from the winter and breed during this time. There are other times of the year when
wildlife is equally susceptible, but these times have different effects on the animal's yearly cycle
(Knight and Cole 1995). For instance, winter disturbances that prevent wildlife from feeding or
put them through undue strain can significantly affect energy balance (Hobbs 1989).
Environment
The form and extent of recreational impacts are influenced by a wide range of
environmental parameters, including vegetation traits, soil characteristics, terrain, and ecosystem
traits (Liddle 1997). Given the abundance of significant environmental elements and the fact that
these factors play a site-specific impact, it is challenging to generalize, according to Hammitt and
Cole (1998). But there have been noted similarities across contexts, so certain inferences are
justified. First, a trail's or tourist site's capacity to support recreation can be significantly
impacted by the vegetation present. Graminoids (grasses and sedges) show the most tolerance to
recreational traffic, while upright broadleaved forbs show the least resilience (ability to re-grow)
and resistance (ability to bear impact) (Cole 1995a, b). Sand, gravel, and rock are excellently
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durable substrates because they have little to no biological cover and little to no flora. The
resistance of paths to expansion and incision is also shown to be influenced by the high shear
strengths of vegetation mats and the underlying root zone (Morrocco and Ballantyne 2008).
Second, soils with developed organic horizons in low-graded locations and well-drained soils are
most equipped to withstand traffic (Marion and Merriam 1985). The main influencing factors for
trails are topography and terrain, with steep trail grades and alignments parallel to the
predominant slope being most susceptible to degradation. This is mainly because of higher
volumes and velocities of water runoff that are challenging to remove from incised treads (Olive
and Marion 2009).
Spatial Aspects (& use of same places over and over)
The spatial effects of recreation have primarily been studied at the scale of visiting sites
(Cole 1981; Marion and Cole 1996; Cole and Monz 2004). The importance of scale concerns in
recreation ecology is also generally acknowledged in the literature (e.g., Cole 2004). Managers
routinely use spatial tactics to lessen visitor impacts despite the paucity of empirical data (Leung
and Marion 1999b), and some significant generalizations are justified. The most severe trampling
damage is localized in the site's center, and impact decreases toward the site's periphery,
according to survey and experimental work done at the site level (Cole and Monz 2004;
Stolhgren and Parsons 1986).
Second, visitors frequently use the same locations, which is a distinguishing feature of
recreation activity patterns. This is known as "node and linkage" usage patterns, according to
Manning (1979), where recreational impacts are typically highly concentrated and are only
restricted to the most popular places (nodes or sites) and travel routes (linkages). Recreational
consequences are predicted to be strong at small spatial scales, and consequently severe for
18

individual animals, but less significant at broad regional scales based on the pattern of
continuous and concentrated use. In other words, when considered in the context of regional
biotic diversity or landscape integrity, some recreation consequences may become less
significant (Cole 2004).
Finally, at the level of human perception, recreation impacts are very significant. Studies
on campers in wilderness environments show that visitors frequently perceive small areas of
impact as "natural" and "healthy" since the effect enhances the area's utility to support use
(Farrell and others 2001). Cole (2004) hypothesizes that this is because larger areas of
disturbance are perceived as abuse and harm whereas smaller areas are perceived as "healthy
dwelling locations."
Temporal Aspects
Research on recreation ecology tends to focus on affects at a single point in time, and
studies that look at impact patterns throughout time are still uncommon. According to the
existing research, impacts on campsites start off quickly (1-3 years after establishment), then
change less (Cole and Hall 1992; Marion and Cole 1996). Recovery times vary greatly
depending on the type of impact and ecology, but generally speaking, deterioration happens far
more quickly than recovery. For instance, the consequences of trampling have persisted for over
42 years in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado, and after 30 years in Glacier National
Park, Montana (Hartley 1999). (Willard and others 2007). Marion and Cole (1996), however,
state that there is no discernible indication of a change in the amount of vegetation cover or soil
compaction on closed riparian sites in the eastern US after only six years, even if the vegetation's
form and composition were still quite different from those of the control sites that had not been
disturbed.
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Temporal patterns at greater spatial dimensions are especially crucial to consider since,
according to some limited studies, affects multiply and spread when use distribution is
unrestrained (Cole 1993; Cole and others 2008). Because visitor-made trails and sites are
generated far more quickly than established trails or sites can recover, impacts spread swiftly.
This general result has significant implications, one of which is that rest-rotation plans that aim
to facilitate healing on temporarily closed sites or routes will be useless (Leung and Marion
1999b).
Gaps in research/future research
The previous mentioned generalizations and the research reports from which they
emerged have greatly aided in our comprehension of how recreation can disturb ecosystems. The
breadth and depth of our understanding have also been constrained by these traditions. After
roughly 50 years of research on recreation ecology, I would argue that the field could benefit
from broader research goals and methodologies, following the development of other scientific
fields of study from largely descriptive methods to more complex measurements and modelling
of complex processes. Integration with Social and Management Sciences:
There is a growing understanding in the world of recreation and tourism that social
science research and recreation ecological studies can and should be carried out in tandem
(Moore and others 2003; Manning and others 2005; Newman and others 2001). Avoiding
ecosystem damage in protected areas is a typical management objective. However, the idea of
disability is a normative one. Decisions about what constitutes harm are based on both ecological
science and human values. Confounded considerations like aesthetics and incorrect inferences
about the severity of observed impacts can have an impact on how humans perceive an impact's
acceptability. Numerous studies have examined this area of study (Knudson and Curry 1981;
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Symmonds and others 2000; Farrell and others 2001; Manning and others 2004), and more may
be learnt if coordinated social science and ecological studies of recreation impacts were to be
conducted in the future.
Broadening the Scope of Recreation Ecology:
Traditional recreation ecology methods are still valuable and relevant to new problems.
Activities for outdoor enjoyment that either didn't exist or weren't widely used 25 years ago have
witnessed a noticeable growth in popularity. Recreational activities that are relatively new
include mountain biking, sport rock climbing, all-terrain vehicle (ATV) riding, and geocaching,
to mention a few. Concerning these activities' effects on the environment, basic descriptive study
is required. Even some conventional practices have received insufficient research. For instance,
there hasn't been much effort made to evaluate the effects of grazing on meadows because the
usage of recreational pack animals has been established in many protected areas for such a long
time. According to limited studies (Cole and others 2004), even light grazing may have
significant negative consequences on uncommon and highly prized ecosystem features. To
comprehend stress/disturbance reactions and how they change with crucial factors like grazing
intensity and environmental characteristics, more research is required.
Additionally, while some research on recreation ecology has been done on every
continent, the majority of these studies have been done in North America, Australia, and Europe.
Expanding the study's geographic scope should shed light on the generalizability of the results
(Pickering and others in press), the variables that affect how ecosystems react to stress, and
specific impact problems like the fungal disease of Australian park trees that is associated with
visitors (Buckley 2004; Buckley 2005; Buckley and others 2006).
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Finally, there is a growing understanding of the significance of infrastructure impacts related to
the expansion of recreation and tourism (see, for example, Buckley and others 2000; Hunter and
Shaw 2007). Future opportunities for recreation ecologists may include taking part in the
analysis of development-related issues. Through site selection, design, and planning, studies on
recreation ecology can help mitigate the effects of development. For instance, visitor use and
density patterns in related protected areas are significantly influenced by recreation and tourism
infrastructure. Recreation ecologists can work together on infrastructure design and planning so
that visitors to protected areas are delivered in a way that avoids and limits unfavorable visitor
use-related ecological consequences.
Conclusion
Research on recreation ecology has made a significant impact on the management and
conservation of protected areas around the world. Recent developments in the area and in related
fields indicate that a stronger focus on predictive abilities and additional theoretical development
are essential to moving this field forward. Recreation ecology data will also be more helpful to
broader environmental conservation efforts if existing research paradigms are expanded to
include emergent activities, a broader geographic scope, and expanded spatial and temporal
scales. The biggest obstacle to further development in this field of study continues to be a lack of
funding, especially given that most research funding in recreation ecology is applied.

CHAPTER 3. CLIMBING MANAGEMENT PLANS
3.1 Plan Contents
On the Park Planning section of National Parks Service website there are 552
management plans listed, only four of those mention the word climbing in their title. Many
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climbing management guidelines are embedded in larger management plans and environmental
assessments. As I began looking through CMP’s to determine which three I would use for the
Case Studies I found that many were either still being drafted, taking public comment, or were in
even earlier stages of formation. After finding completed and published CMP’s I analyzed them
based on key concepts related to climbing management strategies. The plans I looked at had
varying management agencies from NPS to state departments, to the forest service. Using charts
to clearly visualize the data I looked for the managing agency and unit, year published, and type
of document. Next, I outlined key concepts and terms and noted main issues and topics
addressed in each plan as they related to climbing. Then I looked at how anchors and bolting
were addressed, development authorizations of new routes and crags, group size limits, and any
other issues or specific mentions based on park geography.
Management plans analyzed:

Area

Managing
Agency

Unit

Year

Type of Document

Arches National Park

NPS

Arches National
Park

2013

Backcountry/Wilderness
Management Plan

Black Canyon of the
Gunnison National Park

NPS

Black Canyon of
the Gunnison NP

2011

Backcountry/Wilderness
Management Plan

Hawaii Rock Climbing
Management Plan DRAFT

State of
Hawaii

DHHL (Dept.
Hawaiian
Homelands)

2014

Statewide guidelines

Jefferson County Open Space
Management Strategies for
Rock Climbing & Slack
Lining
Laurel Knob

JCOS

Jefferson County
Open Space

2016

Countywide guidelines

2017

Standalone CMP (not
NEPA)

Carolina
Climbers
Coalition
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North Carolina State Park
Rock Climbing Management
Guidelines

NCDCR

Obed Wild & Scenic River
Final CMP

NPS

Pennsylvania State Forest &
State Park Lands

PA DCNR

Rocky Mountain National
Park

North Carolina
State Parks

2019

Statewide guidelines

2002

Backcountry/Wilderness
Management Plan

All state lands

2008

Statewide guidelines

NPS

Rocky Mountain
NP

2001

Backcountry/Wilderness
Management Plan

Shenandoah National Park

NPS

Shenandoah
National Park

2012

Rock Outcrop
Management Plan

South Platte Area

USFS

Pike NF

2015

Standalone CMP (not
NEPA)

Tennessee State Parks

TDEC

Tennessee State
Parks

2017

Statewide guidelines

Federal lands currently working on climbing management plans as of 2021:
USFS

Monongahela National Forest

USFS

Bitterroot National Forest

USFS

Bighorn National Forest

USFS

Mark Twain National Forest

USFS

Daniel Boone National Forest (draft)

NPS

New River Gorge National Park

NPS

Joshua Tree National Park

NPS

Mount Rushmore National Monument

NPS

Devil’s Tower National Monument

NPS

North Cascades National Park

NPS

City of Rocks National Reserve
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Key concepts and terms identified in climbing management documents:
Group size limit

In all three management plans group size limit is set to a
maximum of 12 people including guides.
Permit/reservation
Administrative action requiring permit for climbing, new route
system
development, or reservation time slots for crowd control.
New route development
Management recommendations or rules for safe practices of new
crag development.
Low impact guidelines
Avoidance of using trees for belays, using established trails and
crags to avoid soil erosion, etc.
Visual impacts
Chalk, brightly colored webbing, uncamouflaged metal bolts, rust
streaking from hardware, climbers visible to other visitors while
climbing.
Fixed gear
Power drills, recommended hardware, prohibited hardware,
‘software’ webbing anchors, fixed ropes, authorization processes,
special management areas
Leave no trace
Educating visitors on Leave No Trace principles (pack it in, pack
it out).
Human waste
Management recommendations and regulations (pack out, bury,
etc.), toilet paper.
Vegetation
Damage to vegetation on cliff or base through intentional or
unintentional action, including damage to roots, woody plants, and
lichens.
Wildlife
Disturbance to wildlife or habitat, especially concerning raptor
nesting.
Geological resources
Manufacturing of holds (e.g. chipping, gluing), smoothing and
grooving of rock.
Cultural resources
Archeologic and historic sites, resources, and cultural landscapes
Visitor use and
Impacts to visitor use and experiences, and ways to have valuable
experience
experiences through proper climbing guidelines.
Key concepts identified throughout each plan:

Plan Contents

Arches
NP

BCG
NP

Group size limit (4)

X

Permit/reservation
system (6)

X

X

New route development
(9)

X

X

Low impact guidelines
(2)

X

Hawaii

Jefferson
County
Open
Space

Laurel
Knob

NC
State
Parks

Obed
Wild
&
Scenic
River

PA
State
Lands

Rocky
Mountain
NP

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Shenandoah
NP

South
Platte

X

TN
State
Parks

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

Visual Impacts (6)

X

Fixed Gear
installation/replacement
(9)

X

X

X
X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

LNT (5)
Human waste (7)
Vegetation (3)
Wildlife (4)
Geological resources (3)
Cultural resources (6)

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

Monitoring (2)

X

Special status species
(2)

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Development of
approach trails (1)

X

High/slack lines (1)

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Rock alteration (4)
Vegetation alteration
(5)

X

Top out policy (4)
Search & rescue (3)
Climbing safety/ ethics
(4)

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

Noise (1)
Erosion (1)
Warning signage (1)

X

Rappelling (3)
Bolting practices (4)
Trail/route
maintenance (5)

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Each of these concepts is crucial to successful climbing plans and to see how each plan
varies so drastically shows the lack of fluidity and the need for an overarching matrix land
managers can use. The concepts and issues that were exceedingly addressed were: new route
development, and fixed gear installation/replacement with 9 out of 12 plans covering those
topics. Human waste was discussed in 7 plans, and visual impacts and permit/reservation
systems in 6 plans. Issues only addressed once were warning signage (Hawaii), noise (RMNP),
erosion (RMNP), highlining/slacklining (BCG), and development of approach trails (BCG).
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X
X
X

Anchors and bolting:
An anchor in climbing is compiled of a system of anchor points that are joined together to
create a master point that the climber and their rope is clipped into to ensure safety while
climbing. Depending on the location the climber
may use natural anchors or fixed anchors. Natural
anchors like trees and rock features are attractive
because they can conserve other gear, however
their integrity must be assessed and the potential
for erosion and damage is exponentially increased.
Fixed anchors are a type of artificial gear that once
it is placed it is permanently “fixed” into the rock.
Like natural anchors, fixed anchors must also be
assessed for integrity, as virtually anyone can
place them and there is no date attached signaling
their age and need for maintenance. In many parks there is no regulation or record keeping over
who can place permanent gear, who is responsible for maintaining it, and when it should be
removed. “Illegal” bolting may occur when climbers must use fixed gear if in an unsafe
situation. Park management must balance the tension as many novice climbers must use fixed or
natural anchors. Some parks may or may not allow power drills for installation, some require
permits, some need board approval.
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Replacement of Anchors

Trees or Stations for Rapelling

Arches NP

"If an existing item or fixed anchor is judged
unsafe, it may be replaced without a permit.
When existing anchors are deemed to be unsafe,
a reasonable effort to remove the
existing hardware will be made and existing
drill holes will be used in the installation of
replacement fixed anchors whenever possible."

"Use of deadman anchors is prohibited. A
deadman is a buried object (e.g., a large rock
or log) that functions as an anchor for an
attached rope. The action of digging a hole to
bury an object for use as an anchor will be
prohibited (36 CFR Section 2.1)."

BCG

" When replacing fixed anchors deemed to be
unsafe, recommended hardware will be used
whenever possible, a reasonable effort to
remove the existing hardware will be made and
existing drill holes will be used in the
installation of replacement fixed anchors
whenever possible. "

"The placement of new fixed belay/rappel
stations will not be allowed when the ability to
place adequate removable protection is
available. However, a special exception to this
regulation will be considered if justified after
evaluating overall climber use and safety
concerns at the site proposed for fixed
anchor(s). To be approved for a special
exception to this regulation, climbers will
notify park staff of the site of the proposed
fixed anchors (requiring rock alteration for
installation) and a written statement as to why
they feel that this site warrants fixed anchors
(requiring rock alteration for installation)."

Hawaii

"The placement, removal, or replacement of
fixed anchors, including bolts, coldshuts, and
chains is
not permitted without prior approval of the
Board, which has developed protocol for
maintaining
existing or creating new climbing routes. (p6)"

"If a tree must be used for anchoring purposes,
padding or other measures must be used to
prevent the rope, sling or chain from damaging
the tree. (p7)"

Jefferson

Permit required

"Avoid using trees or other vegetation as
anchors or for tyrolean traverses as this is
destructive to cliff ecology and natural
resources. "

"The placement of fixed anchors will be allowed
on established routes only to
replace existing fixed anchors that are deemed
unsafe or in the event that the
first ascensionist has provided the CCC with a
written request that an additional

"Rather than rappel with ropes directly around
tree trunks, leave a sling instead."

County

Laurel
Knob
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fixed anchor be placed on a route for safety
reasons"

NC

"DPR will not install or replace fixed anchors.
Instead, all anchor installation and replacement
efforts will be conducted on a volunteer basis by
members of the climbing community. Park staff
may provide logistical coordination of anchor
installation and replacement efforts."
"The replacement of fixed anchors on
established routes or belay stations will be
allowed whenever climbers notify park staff that
existing fixed anchors are unsafe. Upon
notification, park staff will immediately post
information at climbing information kiosks,
permit kiosks, and park offices advising
climbers that suspect anchors may be present on
a specific route. The route in question may
remain closed until repairs are made."

"In addition to the anchor standards noted
above, all fixed anchor belay and rappel
stations will be located only after due
consideration of the following:
5.0.22 The use of vegetation for belay and
rappel anchors is not recommended;
5.0.23 Fixed belay/rappel stations must have a
minimum of two anchors;
5.0.24 CE/UIAA-rated stainless steel ring
anchors are preferred but not required;
5.0.25 Anchor stations are to be placed to avoid
rope drag across obstructions or sharp edges.
Where needed, anchors may be lengthened
with CE/UIAA-rated stainless steel chain;
5.0.26 Fixed anchor stations are to be installed
so that the anchors can be easily equalized; and
5.0.27 Fixed anchor stations are to remain
clean of webbing and accessory cord.

Obed

NPS permit
"Climbers will be responsible for replacing
existing bolts and other fixed anchors after
consultation with the NPS. Prior to lifting the
moratorium on new fixed anchors (see Section
2.1.2), the NPS will review each proposed
location for anchor replacement. After the
moratorium is lifted, climbers will still consult
with the NPS, but the consultation will simply
be a
means for the NPS to provide education and
information on ecologically sensitive placement
and camouflaging of the anchors."

"Using trees as rappelling anchors is acceptable
in some cases… The NPS will develop a list of
required procedures to be followed to protect
trees that may be used as anchors and other
resources that could be impacted by this
activity."

PA State

"The placement, removal, or replacement of
fixed anchors, including bolts, coldshuts, and
chains is not permitted without prior approval of
the Department."

"If a tree must be used for climbing purposes,
padding must be used to prevent the rope, sling
or chain from damaging the tree."

"Fixed anchors (e.g., webbing, bolts, pitons,
chains) currently in place may remain. They
may be replaced, or removed, by individual
climbers, during a climb, or the NPS, during
park operations.Safety remains a responsibility
of the climber. The NPS will not, as policy or
practice, monitor fixed anchors to evaluate their
condition or accept any responsibility for fixed
anchors."

"The placement of new fixed anchors may be
allowed when necessary to enable a safe rappel
when no other means of decent is possible, to
enable emergency retreat, during self rescue
situations."

Lands

RMNP
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Shenandoah

The following conditions have been established
regarding Fixed Belay/Rappel Stations:
- The placement of new fixed belay/rappel
stations will be prohibited when the ability to
place adequate removable protection is
available.
- New fixed belay/rappel stations shall not be
installed where their presence would visually
impact the park (ie – within view of an
overlook or trail).
- New fixed belay/rappel stations shall be
constructed with modern climbing bolts or
pitons.
- Bolt placement shall be kept to a minimum
and shall not exceed three bolts.
- Chains used in the construction of the station
shall be kept to a minimal length to avoid
visual impacts.
- The use of webbing and accessory cord fixed
stations is prohibited.
- Belay/rappel stations shall be constructed
using hardware which has been painted a color
similar to the natural rock color in the
surrounding area."
"The use of trees as anchors shall be prohibited
if such use causes interference with any parkmaintained trail. Interference includes any rope
or webbing that extends across a park trail,
whether elevated off the ground or not. The
anchor must be made in such a way as to avoid
all physical damage to trees and plants, such as
damage to bark or lichen growth and the
removal of any branches."

South Platte

"When replacing unsafe fixed anchors,
recommended hardware will be used whenever
possible. A reasonable effort to remove the
existing, unsafe hardware will be made and
existing drill holes will be used in the
installation of replacement fixed anchors
whenever possible."

TN State

"Climbers must contact Park Management prior
to replacing existing fixed anchors"

Parks

Using trees as climbing anchors without
ensuring nominal impact on the tree is
prohibited

Having universal anchor and bolting regulations is difficult due to each parks unique and
varying geography, wildlife, rock types, and visitor use, however each and every park must
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address how they will respond to fixed and natural anchors. At a minimum the standard must be
registering fixed gear to ensure safety, maintenance, and replacement done either by non-profit
climbing advocacy groups or the parks themselves paid for by park dues or climbing passes. It is
not enough to rely on a climber’s own ethics in hopes trees or other natural vegetation will not be
destroyed when being used as an anchor, education and enforcement are crucial as climbers must
protect the very land that they love.
Experience preservation:
Experience preservation is the safeguarding of the “wild experience”. Climbers seek
undeveloped areas yet expect that they remain in a pristine condition, this is certainly at odds as
national parks and their trails cannot endure human traffic and movement as well as developed
landscapes with paved surfaces. There are two main ways that land managers approach this
tension: with group size limits and Leave No Trace Principles. Permits may be required for
groups over a certain number, or excessive amounts of individuals per party be prohibited
altogether. Leave No Trace consists of seven principles of minimum impact practices when in
the outdoors:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Plan ahead and prepare
Travel and camp on durable surfaces
Dispose of waste properly
Leave what you find
Minimize campfire impacts
Respect wildlife
Be considerate of other visitors
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LNT was established by the
Leave No Trace Center for
Outdoor Ethics, and was
adopted by the USFS, NPS,
and BLM in the 1980’s.
These principles are
reevaluated and reshaped as
findings and research evolves. Again, it is not assured all visitors and climbers will respect the
LNT principles, and park management must impose bans, prohibitions, and fines when
necessary. Parks may place restrooms, waste disposal bins, educational signage, and may even
go as far as requiring climbers to watch an educational video before sendoff as they do in the
highly regulated Hueco Tanks State Park in southwest Texas. Other approaches include using
minimal chalk, no chalk, or chalk that matches the rock color, no loud music, and no pets.

Rock erosion in Southern Sandstones,
Southern England.
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Arches NP

Group Size Limit

Other Approaches

Rock climbing groups will be limited to five
persons per group (Alternative Plan B).

Under the preferred alternative, new fixed gear could be
installed if approved. The park will provide guidelines to
minimize impacts on resources and will implement monitoring
to evaluate visitor-use patterns. This alternative will provide an
opportunity for climber and canyoneering groups to work with
the park to offer a better visitor experience. The impacts will be
direct, adverse and beneficial, minor to moderate, local and
parkwide, and short to long-term. Impacts under this alternative
are predicted to be more extensive and more
intense overall than those under Alternative A.
"In addition to a [Wilderness] permit, the North Rim Ranger
Station has a whiteboard that is used as an informal way of
letting other climbers know who is on what route. It prevents
multiple parties from piling up on routes and is a quick way to
judge climber activity in the canyon."

BCG

Hawaii

No commercial tour groups

Leave no trace practices

Jefferson
County

Permit required for any groups greater than 10
people

No amplified music

Laurel
Knob

"If you are venturing into designated wilderness or
other pristine, undeveloped lands, learn what
recommended group sizes are. In areas without
trails, groups of four to six people cause less impact
than larger groups. Where necessary, obtain permits
to camp or climb."

Leave no trace approaches, recommend using colored chalk,
discreet anchors at the top of climb, avoid colorful slings,
rappel with slings and do not use tree trunks.

NC

"A group is defined as greater than five (5) but no
greater than fourteen (14) people…" "Park
Superintendents will have the discretion to limit the
number of groups per day or to designate specific
group climbing areas. Groups may be restricted to
minimize natural resource impacts, minimize
crowding and provide for a safe recreational
opportunity and enhanced visitor experience"

"All climbers must obtain a day-use climbing permit prior to
climbing. Free day-use permits are available at park offices,
online at www.ncparks.gov, and at information kiosks in all
climbing areas. Climbers must complete and sign the day-use
climbing permit prior to climbing, return the white portion to
the provided receptacle and retain the yellow portion of the
permit for the duration of their activity. Day-use permits are
valid for the dates specified only."
"Park Superintendents will have the discretion to limit the
number of groups per day or to designate specific group
climbing areas. Groups may be restricted to minimize natural
resource impacts, minimize crowding and provide for a safe
recreational opportunity and enhanced visitor experience."
"The NPS discourages multiple social trails and heavily
impacted zones at the base of climbs and will employ signs,
barriers, revegetation, and possible specific route closure as a
means to prevent these impacts. The NPS reserves the right to
close any area, rock feature, or climbing route to protect
wildlife, natural or cultural resources, and visitor experiences. "

Obed

PA

Minimize chalk use and… minimize noise while waiting to
climb.

" Climb in small numbers and disperse your
activities"
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"Exposed waste pose health problems to other climbers or
wildlife and aesthetically degrades the user experience.
Climbers should clean up after themselves and pack out trash
and
garbage."
" Climbers will be encouraged to be sensitive to the value of
natural quiet. Rock hammers must be used judicially during
sensitive times for wildlife (e.g., breeding, nesting) and in areas
where other visitors may be disturbed."
"Climbers will be encouraged to wear clothing and use
protection, slings, and other equipment that blend in with the
natural surroundings. The use of chalk will be allowed;
however climbers will be encouraged to be sensitive to visual
and environmental impacts that could occur."

RMNP

Shenandoah

"It is recommended that climbing groups limit their
size to no more than 12 people total to help
minimize impacts of their activities on rock outcrop
resources and in consideration of other visitors."

"Other sites have been targeted for close monitoring of
climbing and visitor impacts, because they harbor highly
restricted globally rare natural communities that are showing
signs of human impact. These sites may have further
restrictions or prohibitions imposed in the future if resource
damage intensifies. These “watch” sites include:
- North Marshall Summit
- Old Rag West Summit area
- Marys Rock
Climbers are also encouraged to practice the seven principles of
Leave No Trace. Park staff and climbers are expected to
promote and follow “Clean Climbing” practices. This includes
using minimum amounts of chalk and using fixed anchors."

South Platte

Groups of more than 15 are prohibited

"Any climbing use or related activity may be restricted or
prohibited when its occurrence, continuation or expansion
would result in unacceptable impacts to wilderness resources or
interfere significantly with the experience of other visitors"

TN State
Parks

Organized groups of 10 (ten) or more must register
at a Park office or online

"TDEC encourages climbers to use the minimum amount of
chalk necessary to climb safely. Climbers should clean up
chalk and tick marks"

Other issues:
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Other issues and mentions throughout the plans include special species status and their
presence, warning signage, search and rescue considerations, archeological and paleontological
resources, and affected environmentsgeologic and soil resources; ecological
communities; and endangered plants and
species. Obed Wild & Scenic River closes
existing routes during Cliff Nesting Raptors
nesting season, and no new sport and
traditional climbing routes are allowed to
be established in the vicinity of the birds.
Sometimes climbers are so excited to climb they will take the most direct path to get to
the crag, even if it means taking a shortcut off the trail. Short cuts trample and destroy vegetation
and lead to erosion. To prevent erosion signs can
be placed telling hikers not to go off trail and the
consequences of doing so. This sign from
Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park in
Georgia is more effective than a simple “stay on
the trail” sign because it explains the
environmental impact.
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The amount of information that currently exists for climbing management plans shows
this is a new field that is need of research and recognition. The increase of popularity in rock
climbing does not parallel the documentation and enforcement of climbing management as of
2022, however with eleven federal lands currently working on management plans we are moving
in the right direction. Each of these plans center around preserving the environment while
increasing access to rock climbers. As climbing managers create climbing management plans
and update them, there should be some ubiquity in their matrix as it will also give climbers
familiarity in rules when climbing in different areas and governing bodies.

CHAPTER 4. CASES STUDIES
4.1 Comparative Analysis
The comparative analysis process began with the development of a matrix consisting of
key concepts in the three management plans. By going through the table of contents and
introduction sections I identified the key concepts crucial and related to climbing management.
In general management plans, key concepts like general wildlife and environmental preservation
are a fundamental value for a park, however if it is not directly linked to climbing then I have not
included it within the matrix. It is understood that parks with wilderness resources are overseeing
an extensive scope of cultural and natural resources.
The key concepts identified in the climbing managements documents are listed below:
Group size limit
Permit/reservation
system
New route development
Low impact guidelines

In all three management plans group size limit is set to a
maximum of 12 people including guides.
Administrative action requiring permit for climbing, new route
development, or reservation time slots for crowd control.
Management recommendations or rules for safe practices of new
crag development.
Avoidance of using trees for belays, using established trails and
crags to avoid soil erosion, etc.
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Visual impacts

Fixed gear

Leave no trace
Human waste
Vegetation

Wildlife
Geological resources
Cultural resources
Visitor use and
experience

Chalk, brightly colored webbing, uncamouflaged metal bolts, rust
streaking from hardware, climbers visible to other visitors while
climbing.
Power drills, recommended hardware, prohibited hardware,
‘software’ webbing anchors, fixed ropes, authorization processes,
special management areas
Educating visitors on Leave No Trace principles (pack it in, pack
it out).
Management recommendations and regulations (pack out, bury,
etc.), toilet paper.
Damage to vegetation on cliff or base through intentional or
unintentional action, including damage to roots, woody plants, and
lichens.
Disturbance to wildlife or habitat, especially concerning raptor
nesting.
Manufacturing of holds (e.g. chipping, gluing), smoothing and
grooving of rock.
Archeologic and historic sites, resources, and cultural landscapes
Impacts to visitor use and experiences, and ways to have valuable
experiences through proper climbing guidelines.

Key Concepts identified in each of the parks:
Key Concepts:
Group size limit
Permit/reservation
system
New route development
Low impact guidelines
Visual impacts
Fixed gear
Leave no trace
Human waste
Vegetation
Wildlife
Geological resources
Cultural resource
Visitor use and
experience

Acadia
X
X

Arches
X
X

Shenandoah
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Park
Acadia

Arches

Purpose and Need for Action
1. To protect and conserve the land and water resources, the scenery, the natural
and historic objects, and the biota within the park boundary. 2. To promote and
regulate the use of the park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people in such
manner and by such means as will leave the park resources unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future generations. 3. To protect and preserve the scenic,
ecological, historic, archeological, and cultural resources of the Acadian
archipelago and to limit development of the islands to preserve their natural
qualities and traditional resource-based land uses.
The purpose of Arches National Park is to protect extraordinary examples of
geologic features including arches, natural bridges, windows, spires, balanced
rocks, as well as other features of geologic, historic, and scientific interest, and
opportunities to experience these resources and their associated values in their
majestic natural settings.

Shenandoah The purpose of taking this action is to address the need to protect, restore, and
perpetuate rock outcrops and natural resources associated with the outcrops
while providing a range of recreational opportunities for visitors to experience.

4.2 Acadia National Park
Acadia National Park is located along the mid-section of the Maine coast, southwest of
Bar Harbor. The park preserves nearly half of Mount Desert Island, part of Idle au Haut, part of
the Schoodic Peninsula, and portions of 16 smaller outlying islands. Acadia National Park is one
of the most extensively used national parks in the United States. Although its annual visitation
does not reach some of the more “popular” national parks in the western United States (for
example, Yellowstone National Park saw 4.9 million visits in 2021, NPS 2022) visits to Acadia
are much more concentrated on its comparatively small size that is less than 50,000 acres. Still,
Acadia was the 16th most visited National Park in 2021 with 4 million visitors. This is more than
the other two parks we will look at later on, Arches and Shenandoah. By comparison,
Yellowstone encompasses 2.2 million acres. Given the intense visitor use at Acadia, it is crucial
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to monitor recreational rock climbing and its associated impacts to help to ensure protection of
important park resources and the quality of the visitor experience. Even though Acadia is the
fifth smallest national parks, it is one of the top ten most visited parks. Rock Climbing is not
Acadia’s main attraction, yet there are approximately 300 established climbs listed on Mountain
Project.

Before Acadia’s status as a national park people from all over New England came to the
island in search of social and recreational activities, and it was the affluent of the early 20th
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century who had much to do with preserving the landscape we know today (NPS 2012). Acadia
was first established as Sieur de Monts National Monument by the signature of President
Woodrow Wilson on July 8, 1916, just one month before he signed the act to create the National
Park Service itself on August 25, 1916. The directive given the service was to “…conserve the
scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein and to provide for the
enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future generations (NPS 2012)”.
Regulations in Acadia:
Rock climbing increased greatly in popularity at Acadia during 1980s and 1990s.
Climbing self-registration box data now indicate that at least 3,500 climbers use Otter Cliffs and
1,200 use the South Wall annually. Otter Cliffs became crowded largely because of its popularity
with climbing groups, and soil erosion and vegetation loss there was severe. The installation of
fixed protection was increasing at Acadia and of concern to managers, although it was not
excessive when compared with other climbing areas in the region. Between 1995 and 1997,
Acadia National Park developed a climbing management plan with public input to address these
and other issues. Acadia’s climbing management is embedded into its larger visitors guide and
its most recent guidebook by Jeff Butterfield, Acadia: A Climber’s Guide, is the most up to date
and comprehensive source, which was published twenty years ago, in 2002.
In 2012 the National Park Service released A Guides Guide to Acadia National Park, a
203 paged directive to provide visitors with a “better understanding of Acadia’s resources,
significance, and need for low impact visits (NPS 2012)”. Two of the objectives in Acadia’s
directive are to: magnify the impact of park conservation messages, and apply leave no trace
principles in each park area. This is not a climbing only guide as it evaluates a massive scope of
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the park from attractions, landscape, geology, flora and fauna, history, and visitor information.
Around 10 pages are dedicated to rock climbing regulations, management, and guidelines.
Acadia’s climbing management relies heavily on indirect management practices with new
route development permits really being the only direct management technique. New Route
Development is defined as installing fixed protection such as bolts and pitons, or cleaning routes.
Route cleaning is the systematic and comprehensive removal of soils and vegetation from
climbing routes. As defined, New Route Development is permitted only with prior approval of
the superintendent and only at eight climbing sites in the park. The climbing advisory group
reviews new route development proposals and makes recommendations to the superintendent. If
approved, climbers are issued a permit that covers fixed protection, route cleaning, and the use of
a power drill. The advisory group also reviews proposals for the replacement or removal of fixed
protection. New routes without fixed protection or route cleaning may be established freely.
Effects of these new routes should be similar to those of a cross country hiker—no blazing or
clearing of a trail, and largely incidental (not deliberate) effects from passing through. Removal
of soils or vegetation from these new routes should be the minimum.
The indirect management that Acadia implores are typical low impact guidelines: not
using trees as belays to prevent further soil erosion, using established trails, using toilets where
available, and keeping group size limits to a maximum of 12 people. Climbers are asked to sign
daily use logs at certain locations to help monitor volume of climbing use. With this information
the park estimates approximately 4,600 climbers annually between Otter Cliffs and the South
Wall. The land management practices in Acadia are a minimum baseline of guidance that allow
for rock climbing and conservation to coexist.
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4.3 Arches National Park
Arches National Park is located in southeastern Utah adjacent to the Colorado River, in
the high desert Colorado Plateau. The park is 76,679 acres and five miles northwest of Moab.
Arches contains the highest density of natural arches in the world, with more than 2,000 natural
sandstone arches and a variety of unique geological resources and formations such as balanced
rocks, fins, and pinnacles that are highlighted in striking foreground and background views
created by contrasting colors, landforms, and textures. Its extraordinary geological features are
easily accessible, many by park roads and established trails (NPS 2012b). The unique geologic
features bring more than 1.6 million visitors from around the world each year, and that number is
only growing (NPS 2012b). Managing rock climbing in Arches is unique due to its sandstone
formations and their fragility- especially when wet, as well as the cryptobiotic soil throughout
the entirety of the park. Over time, the same forces that produced the magnificent arches will
continue to widen them until eventually they collapse. While some may fall, most will stand
beyond our lifetime, which is why managing rock climbing in Arches National Park is ever the
more pressing as the popularity of climbing continues to grow.
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In August of 2013 the National Park Service created a 103 paged an environmental
assessment/assessment of effect (EA/AEF) to determine what the impacts of rock climbing,
canyoneering, and associated activities are in Arches National Park and to consider how the NPS
should further manage those activities in a management plan. Issues identified include effects on
natural and cultural resources and wilderness character, increase in use levels, the development
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of new routes, use of fixed gear, development of approach trails, rock alteration, visual impacts
and the effects of climbing/canyoneering on visitor safety and experiences (NPS 2012b). The
assessment provided decision-making framework that: 1) analyzes a reasonable range of
alternatives to meet objectives of the proposal, 2) evaluates potential issues and impacts to
Arches National Park resources and values, and 3) identifies mitigation measures to lessen the
degree or extent of these impacts. The purpose of the assessment was to determine which
impacts technical rock climbing, canyoneering, and associated activities, commercial and
noncommercial, have at Arches National Park, and to consider whether the NPS should further
manage those activities (NPS 2012b).
Climbing and canyoneering activities in Arches were mostly unregulated over past years
and decades. Park management was not aware of the full extent of climbing and canyoneering
use and the impacts on the park resources and visitor experience. Many social trails have been
developed through climbing and canyoneering areas impacting park resources adversely. Access
and egress routes, which typically involve traveling across the backcountry to both rock climbs
and canyoneering routes, have not been assessed for the presence and condition of cultural
resources or other natural resources. New routes, both climbing and canyoneering, have become
established within park boundaries and park management is unaware of the location and
installation of fixed gear. Climbing rope use for canyoneering and climbing has caused
permanent grooving in the sandstone along routes. Also due to the increasing availability of
information on climbing and canyoneering routes in the park from internet sites, visitors now
rarely contact the park for accurate information. Some internet sites have misleading information
on where and how to traverse the route causing social trails to develop and opportunities for a
visitor’s safety to be compromised. These issues have prompted the NPS to look at ways to
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provide important educational information and opportunities regarding these two backcountry
activities.
Regulations:
There are 87 registered climbs on Mountain Project and climbing on any named or
unnamed arch within the park that has an opening larger than 3 feet is banned. However,
climbing on other features throughout the park is allowed with regulations; slacklining and basejumping are banned. The use of white chalk is banned in the park, and climbers are requested to
use earth-toned chalk that matches the color of the sandstone; park regulations outline that
“software (such as webbing and cords) that is left in place shall match the rock surface in color”
(NPS 2012b). In align with this, climbers must also only use rust-colored slings at belay and
rappel anchors to minimize the visual impact to other guests in the park.
Indirect management directives that are common to all alternatives include: staying on
designated trails, using colored chalk, and any software that is left in place must match rock
surface in color. Group size limits are set to a maximum of five people. Direct management
regulations include: prohibited bolting, clean aid climbing (use of temporary equipment and
anchors that can be placed and removed without altering the environment), intentional removal
or “gardening” of lichen or plants from rock prohibited, and use of deadman anchors (buried
object that functions as anchor and is dug in ground) is prohibited. If an existing item or fixed
anchor is judged unsafe, it may be replaced without a permit. When existing anchors are deemed
to be unsafe, a reasonable effort to remove the existing hardware will be made and existing drill
holes will be used in the installation of replacement fixed anchors whenever possible (NPS
2012b). The NPS explicitly disclaims all responsibility for the safety of equipment, bolts, or
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anchor systems in the park. However, the NPS may place and maintain fixed anchors for
administrative and emergency purposes (NPS 2012b).
Action Alternatives:
This plan is unique and differs to Acadia’s because of its action alternatives which are outlines in
detail:
Alternative A
Continue with
Current
Management
(No Action
Alternative)

Alternative B
Action
Alternative
(Preferred
Alternative)

Alternative C
Minimum
Alternative

Currently rock climbing and canyoneering are regulated under the authority
of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). The CFR sets NPS-wide
regulations and also delegates authority to park superintendents to make
certain park decisions which are then described in the Superintendent's
compendium. Although establishment of new routes is prohibited, levels of
climbing and canyoneering use on existing routes likely will increase over
time. Potential impacts of increasing use levels on park resources and
values will be unknown. The No Action Alternative is required under
NEPA and establishes a baseline for comparing the present management
direction and environmental consequences of the action alternative. Under
the No Action Alternative, the park will continue current management of
climbing and canyoneering activities.
Under this alternative, climbing and canyoneering activities will be actively
managed and monitored to maintain desired resource and visitor experience
conditions. The desired condition of the backcountry zone is that the
landscape is largely undisturbed and undeveloped by human activities with
natural processes predominating. The environment offers a moderate to
high degree of challenge and adventure. Opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation and the application of specialized skills are moderate to
high. The probability of encountering other visitors is low. A moderate
level of management is provided for resource protection and safety
purposes. Some resources may be managed to restore an area that has been
disturbed or to preserve cultural resources. Tolerance for resource
modifications and resource degradation is low. Offsite management of
visitors may require permits, limits on length of stay in area and reservation
requirements.
Under this alternative, minimal restrictions will be placed on canyoneering
and climbing activities. Management will emphasize educational efforts and
will provide canyoneers and climbers with information on park resources
and guidelines for ensuring safety and minimizing resource impacts via the
park website and social media, Visitor Center displays, and other methods.
Relatively little management emphasis will be placed on law enforcement
and resource monitoring, although additional use restrictions could be
imposed if determined necessary to protect park resources and values.
Source: Arches National Park Climbing & Canyoneering Management Plan
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According to the CEQ regulations implementing NEPA (43 CFR 46.30), the environmentally
preferable alternative is the alternative “that causes the least damage to the biological and
physical environment and best protects, preserves, and enhances historical, cultural, and natural
resources. (NPS 2012b). Alternative B (Action) is the environmentally preferable alternative for
several reasons:
1) It will result in long-term beneficial effects on soil resources, special status species,
archeological resources, wilderness character, visitor use and experience, and park operations.
2) While there will be adverse impacts to geologic and soil resources, sensitive status species,
wilderness character, visitor use and experience and park operations, using a management
approach for monitoring of routes and resources will assist park management in making sound
science-based decisions to reduce adverse impacts and improve the protection of these resources
and improve visitor use and experience in the park.
3) Indicators and standards of resource conditions and visitor use will be implemented and
monitored to determine whether adjustments in the management system are required to achieve
the desired balance between resource protection and visitor experience.
4) This alternative will also continue to enhance climber education about the park’s resources and
their values along with Leave No Trace ethics.
5) This alternative best meets this plan’s management objectives to identify management
strategies which protect the park’s resources and values while providing opportunities for
climbing and canyoneering.
6) Overall, this management alternative is predicted to reduce the extent and intensity of adverse
impacts on natural and cultural resources as well as the human environment relative to
Alternatives A and C.

Why the layout of Arches Management Plan is more equipped to handle conservation issues:
The importance of assessing multiple alternative actions is that you have a set baseline, the No
Action Alternative, to establish a baseline for comparing present management direction and
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environmental consequences of the action alternative. Under this alternative the park will
continue current management of climbing activities. Under Alternative B, the Action Alternative,
climbing is actively managed and monitored to maintain desired resource and visitor experience
conditions. Under Alternative C, the Minimum Action Alternative, minimal restrictions will be
placed on climbing activities. Instead, management will emphasize educational efforts and will
provide climbers with information on park resources and guidelines for ensuring safety and
minimizing resource impacts via the park website and social media, visitor center displays, and
other methods. Having management plans with a baseline and alternatives allows for
management to cater to changing trends and management objectives in the park. This is more
time consuming and requires more resources, but I believe this style of plan is more effective
than those without alternatives, like we discussed for Acadia National Park. Arches National
Park Climbing and Canyoneering Plan is an excellent example of how land management
practices allow for rock climbing and conservation to coexist.

4.4 Shenandoah National Park
Shenandoah National Park is situated in the mountains of northern Virginia encompassing part of
the Blue Ridge Mountains. This national park is long and narrow, its length is around 70 miles
with a maximum width of 13.4 miles and just under 200,000 acres. Skyline Drive is the worldfamous park road that traverses the ridgeline of the mountains for 105 miles. Nearly 40% of the
park’s land- 80,000 acres- is protected as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System.
The Park straddles habitats of both the northern and southern Appalachians and supports a rich
assembly of approximately 2,100 species of flora and fauna.
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The National Park Service published Shenandoah’s 207 paged Environmental
Assessment/Assessment of Effect in November 2012 to analyze alternatives related to direct the
future management of rock outcrop areas in the park. The purpose of taking this action is to
address the need to protect, restore, and perpetuate rock outcrops and natural resources
associated with the outcrops while providing a range of recreational opportunities for visitors to
experience (NPS 2013). Shenandoah’s Rock Outcrop Management Plan follows the same
structure as Arches National Park, with multiple alternatives yet slightly different. The four
alternatives Shenandoah addresses are:
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Alternative A: No Action
Alternative B: Balance between Natural Resource Protection and Visitor Use (NPS
Preferred Alternative)
Alternative C: Emphasis on Natural Resource Protection
Alternative D: Emphasis on Visitor Use
“Alternative B, the NPS preferred alternative, proposed to establish a balance between natural
resource protection and visitor use. Actions under this alternative would allow visitor use of
selected rock outcrop areas while minimizing impacts to natural resource conditions.
Implementing the preferred alternative would have negligible to moderate impacts to geological
and soil resources, ecological communities, rare, threatened and endangered plants, rare,
threatened or endangered species, wilderness character, cultural landscapes, archeological
resources, climbing activities, recreational activities, and visitor experience” (NPS 2013).
Like the Acadia and Arches Management Plans, Shenandoah covers a variety of
management actions, but because climbing is a popular recreational use activity specific to rock
outcrops, climbing activities are presented in greater detail than other recreational activities the
Park supports. One popular climbing guide identified 27 separate rock-climbing areas within the
Park, describing each area and the numerous climbing routes in detail (Watson 1998). The
availability of trail information and outcrop locations, as well as the ease of accessibility to some
of these outcrops makes them highly susceptible to impacts from intense visitor use (NPS 2013).
Mountain Project has 298 listed climbs throughout the park ranging from beginner to expert
levels making it a popular mid-Atlantic climbing area. In 2019, Shenandoah had just under 1.5
million visitors (NPS 2013). Visitor and recreational use of the rock outcrop areas is increasing.
According to the observations of long-time Park climbing enthusiasts, the popularity of the Parks
for rock climbing and bouldering has increased within the last ten years. The Park’s rock
outcrops are regularly used by near-by universities and outdoor organizations for climbing
classes and activities and the Park’s concessioner sponsors climbing activities in the park. With
increased use, the visitor experience has also been compromised through overcrowding at
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popular peaks and climbing areas, waste disposal issues, trail obstruction from climbing
activities, and impacts from campers (NPS 2013).
Ecological vulnerabilities in Shenandoah:
Rock outcrops provide habitat islands and harbor species valuable for state and global
conservation. These species are often disjunct from northern populations, making natural reestablishment highly unlikely if populations are lost. The inherent growing conditions found at
rock outcrop habitats are tenuous and extreme. As a result of these harsh environmental factors,
the growth rate of rock outcrop plants and lichens is inhibited (Fleming et al. 2007). Due to the
extreme environmental conditions, once these rock outcrop plant communities have been
damaged or destroyed, the re-establishment of plant communities, may take generations if
possible, at all (Fleming et al. 2007).
The vegetative communities that thrive on rock outcrops are very susceptible to human
impacts from hiking and climbing activities. Intense visitor use of rock outcrop areas, such as
informal social trail development and proliferation, illegal or poorly located campsites, and
human waste disposal issues has led to widespread resource impacts. Trampling by hikers and
rock climbers stresses rock outcrop plant communities. For example, individual plants may be
crushed underfoot and outcrop soils may be compacted, blown, or washed away once vegetation
is removed or destroyed. Additionally, the seed of non-native plant species may be inadvertently
brought into outcrop areas by hikers on their boots, where it may thrive in areas disturbed by
human impacts (Fleming et al. 2007).
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Climbing regulations:
The Shenandoah Climbing Management guidelines were developed to protect the natural
resources in the park while simultaneously allowing visitors to rock climb, boulder, and ice
climb within the park. Prohibited activities include leaving fixed ropes or other equipment longer
than 24 hours, using motorized equipment to place bolts or anchors, removing vegetation to
“clean” or improve or access a route, and using non-climbing specific hardware. Fixed anchors
are prohibited in all locations where temporary, removable protection can be used. The
installation of fixed anchors should be rare parkwide, especially in wilderness areas. If climbers
are forced to install a fixed belay or rappel station they must not be within view of an overlook or
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trail. Trees are allowed as anchors only if not obstructing park trails. Group size limits are
capped at a maximum of 12 people (NPS 2013).
Shenandoah’s Rock Outcrop Management Plan is the best example of an Environmental
Assessment/Assessment of Effect between Acadia and Arches due to its focus on rock climbing
and examination into environmental consequences amongst four alternatives. Arches and
Shenandoah’s plans take a radical environmental conservation approach and focus heavily on
affected environments and environmental consequences to important living and non-living
resources, while Acadia’s climbing regulations are embedded in a broader management plan
with less emphasis on climbing. However, all three still cover general regulations like new route
developments, group size limits, fixed equipment, and maintaining trails.

4.5 Results
The main idea of environmental management is to safeguard and enhance the environmental
state as well as to sustain economic and social benefits from the ecosystems (Elliot 2011). The
issues associated with recreational climbing in national parks and beyond is not a new issue in
the United States, as reviewed in the first chapter. The literature on climbing management shows
clear evidence of degradation from the forces that aim to sustain them: climbers and land
managers, despite their best efforts to safeguard them. I have selected literature focusing on areas
that have either established “successful” climbing management strategies or have similar
characteristics and problems, while having a range of geographic landscapes and ecoranges from
the desert to forested woodlands.
The three plans and their locations chosen to help us to address the main questions posed: to
what extent these certain land management practices allow for rock climbing and conservation to
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coexist, and how it is that these well-developed plans protect their ecologically sensitive areas. I
chose Arches and Shenandoah National Parks because both of their management plans consist of
and evaluates three alternatives: a no-action alternative and two action alternatives. Alternative A
(No action), Alternative B (Preferred, and Alternative C (Minimum management). While Acadia
National Park’s Management plan is not an Environmental Assessment/ Assessment of Effect
and does not follow the structure of Arches and Shenandoah, the plan was still created by the
National Park Service. Acadia’s Plan, A Guide’s Guide to Acadia National Park, if structured
like Arches and Shenandoah, would fall under Alternative A (No Action) and Alternative C
(Minimum Action). The below table describes the characteristics of each Alternative:

•

•

•

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

No Action

Action (Preferred Alternative)

Minimum Action

Describes the current
management of rock
climbing and
canyoneering in the
park which is regulated
under the authority of
the Code of Federal
Regulations.
The CFR sets NPS-wide
regulations and also
delegates authority to
park superintendents to
make certain park
decisions which are then
described in the
Superintendent's
compendium.
Although the
establishment of new
routes is prohibited in
this alternative, the
levels of climbing and
canyoneering use on
existing routes will
likely increase over

•

•

Proposes to manage
climbing and
canyoneering activities
through group size limits
and a permit system as
well as other management
strategies based on an
assessment of current
climbing and
canyoneering uses and
resource conditions.
Monitoring data will be
used to evaluate patterns
in usage and resource
conditions over time, and
to determine the need for
future actions to improve
management and protect
park resources and values.
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•

•

Proposes a minimum
management approach.
Management will
emphasize educational
efforts via the park
website and social
media, Visitor Center
displays, and other
methods to provide
canyoneers and
climbers with
information on park
resources, safety, and
techniques to minimize
resource impacts.
Relatively little
management emphasis
will be placed on law
enforcement and
resource monitoring,
although additional use
restrictions could be
imposed if determined
necessary to protect

time, while the impacts
of increasing use levels
on park resources and
values will be unknown.

park resources and
values.

When I was first began researching climbing management, I started out by analyzing
twelve plans: Acadia NP, Black Canyon of the Gunnison NP, Hawaii State Parks, Jefferson
County Open Space, Laurel Knob, North Carolina State Park, Obed Wild & Scenic River,
Pennsylvania State Forest & State Park Lands, Rocky Mountain NP, Shenandoah NP, South
Platte Area (National Forest), and Tennessee State Parks. The reason all but Acadia, Arches, and
Shenandoah were not used is because the majority of them lacked a sufficient amount of
information. I decided it was best to look at areas with the same governing management systemNational Parks, and that had enough supporting documentation and that had been published
within 1-2 years of each other. The contents of these plans are discussed in greater detail in
chapter 2.

CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
Outdoor enthusiasts and rock climbers broadly consider themselves to be a pillar in
nature conservation, however, continued reports and research indicate that their direct and
indirect actions have not been established as a fully developed and integrated element of
conservation management and policy. As rock climbing continues to grow in popularity in the
United States it will inevitably lead to the increased use of existing routes as well as the
development of new routes. Many environmental disturbances may arise with outdoor climbing:
trampling of vegetation, erosion on paths to crags and at the base of climbs, loss of ancient seed
banks on ledges during “cleaning” of routes, damage to plants and lichens growing on the cliff
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face, disturbance of nesting birds, disturbance, and displacement of animal species in vicinity of
the crag, and damage to the rock face through bolting and erosion. However, more climbing does
not have to mean more impact as impact is a function of intensity, type of use, and ecosystem.
Impact (or perceived impact) causes issues that Climbing Management Plans may resolve. Thus,
it is imperative that these plans and regulations are implemented to keep climbers and the
environment as protected as possible.
The major questions this thesis attempted to answer were: (1) To what extent do land
management practices allow for rock climbing and conservation to coexist? and (2) How is it
that well developed plans protect ecologically sensitive areas? Through a case study analysis of
climbing management plans this thesis has shown that it is possible to balance the tension
between growing concerns over conservation without limiting accessibility to climbers as long as
climbers comply. Compliance is the direct result of effective management policies and
education. The case study analysis revealed the most common techniques implored by land
managers, approaches and integration of land management practices, the role of conservation,
Leave No Trace principles, and the impact on ecology and environment. Arches and Shenandoah
National Parks Management Plans revealed the complexity and need for Action Alternatives.
Action Alternatives are considered as mitigation measures to minimize the degree and/or severity
of adverse effects of climbing activities and may be rotated as circumstances and issues evolve.
Rock climbing can be difficult to study academically due to its interdisciplinary nature and
overlap with other outdoor recreations, as well as lack of data. Through analyzing a variety of
management plans and case studies, this thesis advocates the approach of identifying each areas
unique ecological concerns, while establishing a universal regulation of best practice policies not
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only areas prone to environmental degradation, but all areas in order to avert and minimize
disturbances eve before the first ascent.
Climbing management plans are not a one-plan-fits-all as each plan must be tailored to its
specific geographic needs and vulnerabilities, and I would not expect governing agencies to
prescribe such a plan. However, this thesis sought to encourage agencies to have overall
cohesion as they move forward implementing climbing management plans to allow for more
unity in planning and management. Many environmental impacts on outdoor climbing areas can
be lessened when climbing management plans are implemented, shared, and enforced.
Conservation efforts are necessary for the outdoor rock-climbing community to coexist with the
ecosystems that allow them to climb in the first place.
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